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(Signature Licks Guitar). This book/CD pack offers a unique and thorough examination of twelve of

Hendrix's greatest compositions. Each song segment is presented with all of the guitar parts fully

transcribed, plus accompanying audio on CD, as performed by a full band. All solos, as well as

complex rhythm parts, are also performed slowly for easier consumption and understanding.

Performance notes, outlining chord voicings, scale use, and unusual techniques are included for

each song. Songs include: Foxey Lady * Hey Joe * Little Wing * Purple Haze * and more.
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This Signature Licks book plus CD is an excellent starting place to learn some of the tricks and

stylings Jimi used when playing his tunes. For a much higher price, you can get the Hal Leonard

DVD that shows Andy Aledort playing all the songs on the album Are You Experienced - 60 bucks

retail! If you don't want to plunk down so many bucks, this is probably the place to start. I hope you

have large hands - some of Jimi's chords are virtually impossible for those of us with normal hands

to play.

I bought this book not too long ago I was floored by how correct all the notes were their are not one

note in this book that is wrong. Plus the CD gives you what the book gives you everything you could

imagine. Their is a full band on the CD that are out of this world I wish they really toured lol. I

learned all the songs from this book and am getting together a Jimi Hendrix Tribute Band. This book



covers all the songs you will love my favorites are Purple Haze, Manic Depression, Little Wing, Bold

As Love, Foxy Lady, Voodoo Chile(slight reutrn), and Castles Made Of Sound. On the CD there is

also the proper tuning for a song an example of this would be on Purple Haze it is in standered

tuning on Bold As Love it is half step tunned. For any guitarist starting or looking to buy a correct

Jimi Hendrix book buy this without second thought and please Enjoy!

This is probably the single best source out there to truly learn Hendrix's techniques and secrets on

his most famous recordings. I've been playing quite a long time, and I have already learned a great

deal from this well laid out text/CD. I copied all of the tracks into iTunes, so I can easily access

different peices of the example tracks.This book will improve your playing techniques and tone no

matter where you are in your playing journey. The author has probably the best guitar tone in the

industry, and he lists all of his equipment. The description and teachings of each section are very

well done. His choice of words to describe different techniques and sounds is excellent.There are a

lot of decent guitar books out there, but this author and his books stand out. If want to learn Hendrix,

you absolutely need to buy this book.

This is the best guitar techniques book I've ever bought. The instructional cd enclosed is the best

Hendrix instruction tool to date. This book is a must buy for any guitarist.

I bought this book with the first paycheck of my first job, and obsessively studied it until I could play

all the songs therein.Andy Aledort does a good job tabbing and teaching the all the guitar parts to

every song. While I would like it better if the bass tabs where included, I can't recommend this highly

enough to a fellow Jimi Fan!

Excellent way to learn some great songs. This is NOT for beginners, be advised, a good bit of skill is

required to play these songs note for note. the chords for each song are included in the tablature for

rhythm play. Also, this is not a DVD, it's a cd, so get your ears ready.

Andy Aledort does an excellent job of breaking down all parts of some of Hendrix's best known

songs. meticulously detailed, it gives you the intros, verse, chorus, bridge (when applicable) and

outros. The lead parts are great enough but it was the breakdowns of Jimi's incredible orchestrated

rhythms that really helped me gain insight into his genius. I would recommend any of Aledort's

transcription books and DVD's.



It's a good start to getting your fingering and cord structure down, these books give you a good

place to start. THEN: after you watch some DVDS of Jimi at the Isle or Wright or At Berkley - you

slap yourself and run away in disgust with your meager attempts at playing his songs. THEN, you

pick the guitar up again with a better understanding of what Jimi was doing with his songs, with

where he wanted to go with it, and make yourself a lot better sounding guitar playing.
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